. Top 5 Neural Best-Buddies for two cross-domain image pairs. Using deep features of a pre-trained neural network, our coarse-to-fine sparse correspondence algorithm first finds high-level, low resolution, semantically matching areas (indicated by the large blue circles), then narrows down the search area to intermediate levels (middle green circles), until precise localization on well-defined edges in the pixel space (colored in corresponding unique colors). Image credits: PASCAL 3D+ dataset (second right image), DanZoo (second left and rightmost images).
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Correspondence between images is a fundamental problem in computer vision, with a variety of graphics applications. This paper presents a novel method for sparse cross-domain correspondence. Our method is designed for pairs of images where the main objects of interest may belong to different semantic categories and differ drastically in shape and appearance, yet still contain semantically related or geometrically similar parts. Our approach operates on hierarchies of deep features, extracted from the input images by a pre-trained CNN. Specifically, starting from the coarsest layer in both hierarchies, we search for Neural Best Buddies (NBB): pairs of neurons that are mutual nearest neighbors. The key idea is then to percolate NBBs through the hierarchy, while narrowing down the search regions at each level and retaining only NBBs with significant activations. Furthermore, in order to overcome differences in appearance, each pair of search regions is transformed into a common appearance.
We evaluate our method via a user study, in addition to comparisons with alternative correspondence approaches. The usefulness of our method is demonstrated using a variety of graphics applications, including crossdomain image alignment, creation of hybrid images, automatic image morphing, and more. CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies → Interest point and salient region detections; Matching; Image manipulation;
INTRODUCTION
Finding correspondences between a pair of images has been a long standing problem, with a multitude of applications in computer vision and graphics. In particular, sparse sets of corresponding point pairs may be used for tasks such as template matching, image alignment, and image morphing, to name a few. Over the years, a variety of dense and sparse correspondence methods have been developed, most of which assume that the input images depict the same scene or object (with differences in viewpoint, lighting, object pose, etc.), or a pair of objects from the same class.
In this work, we are concerned with sparse cross-domain correspondence: a more general and challenging version of the sparse correspondence problem, where the object of interest in the two input images can differ more drastically in their shape and appearance, such as objects belonging to different semantic categories (domains). It is, however, assumed that the objects contain at least some semantically related parts or geometrically similar regions, otherwise the correspondence task cannot be considered well-defined. Two examples of cross-domain scenarios and the results of our approach are shown in Figure 1 . We focus on sparse correspondence, since in many cross-domain image pairs, dense correspondence is not well-defined; for example, in Figure 1 , the lion's mane has no correspondence within the cat image, and no part of the goose corresponds to the plane's engines.
When attempting to find a sparse set of cross-domain correspondences we are faced with two conceptual subproblems: deciding which points in one image constitute meaningful candidates for matching, and finding their best matching counterparts in the other image. In other words, our goal is to find matching pairs of points, with the requirement that these points are located in important/strategic locations in both images.
Our approach achieves both of these goals in a unified framework that leverages the power of deep features extractable by a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), which has been trained for the image classification task. Specifically, we adopt the notion of Best Buddies Pairs (BBPs), originally proposed as a similarity measure [Dekel et al. 2015] , and extend it to Neural Best Buddies (NBBs), designed to solve the correspondence problem in the challenging cross-domain scenario.
In recent years, CNNs have demonstrated outstanding performance on a variety of vision tasks, including image classification and object detection. It has been shown that the deeper layers of a trained classification network extract high-level discriminative features with invariance to position and appearance, while the shallower layers encode low level image features, such as edges and corners, etc. [Yosinski et al. 2015; Zeiler and Fergus 2013] . Our method leverages on the hierarchical encoding of features by such pre-trained networks. The key idea is to define the correspondence starting from the deeper, semantically meaningful and invariant features. These correspondences are filtered and their locations are refined, as they are propagated through the layers, until convergence to accurate locations on significant low-level features.
Given two input images, and a trained classification network, two hierarchies of features are built. For each pair of corresponding levels, one from each hierarchy, we extract a sparse set of NBBs. Two neurons are considered best-buddies if they are mutual nearest neighbors, i.e., each neuron is the nearest neighbor of the other in the corresponding set [Dekel et al. 2015] . Among the NBBs, we choose to keep only a subset which have high activation values, representing discriminative semantic areas in the deeper layers and key points, such as edges and corners, in the shallower layers.
The spatial positions of the NBBs are refined as they are percolated through the hierarchy, in a coarse-to-fine fashion, by considering only the receptive field of each NBB neuron in the preceding layer of the CNN, until reaching the final positions in the original pair of input images (see the illustration in Figure 2 .)
To enable the computation of the NBBs in a cross-domain setting, the features are first transformed to a common appearance, so that a simple patch correlation could be used effectively to measure point similarity. This is achieved using a simple style transfer technique that modifies the low-order statistics of the features in each pair of regions that we aim to match.
A variety of graphics applications, such as shape blending and image morphing, require cross-domain correspondences. However, these applications traditionally require manual interaction, leaving the semantic analysis task to the user. We demonstrate a number of such applications, evaluate the performance of our method, and compare it with other state-of-the-art methods. We show a number of fully automated image morphing sequences, created between objects from different semantic categories using our NBBs. In addition, the uniqueness of our approach is demonstrated via a new image hybridization application, where distinctive parts of two subjects are automatically combined into a hybrid creature, after aligning the two images based on our NBBs.
RELATED WORK 2.1 Pairwise Keypoint Matching
In general, finding a sparse correspondence between two images involves two main steps: extracting individual key points (represented by descriptors), and performing metric-based matching.
There are various techniques to extract key points [Harris and Stephens 1988] , which are characterized by well-defined positions in the image space, local information content, and stability [Lindeberg 2015 ]. However, in general, keypoint localization for generic object categories remains a challenging task. Most of the existing works on part localization or keypoint prediction focus on either facial landmark localization [Belhumeur et al. 2013; Kowalski et al. 2017] or human pose estimation [Gkioxari et al. 2014] .
In order to identify the extracted points, a local descriptor is generated for each. Local invariant features such as SIFT [Lowe 2004] , SURF [Bay et al. 2006 ] and Daisy [Tola et al. 2010] , has brought significant progress to a wide range of matching-based applications. These features are robust to typical appearance variations (e.g., illumination, blur) and a wide range of 2D transformations. However, these methods are unable to cope with major dissimilarities between the compared objects, such as strong color and shape differences.
More recently, various CNN-based descriptors were offered to replace traditional gradient based ones [Fischer et al. 2014 ]. Some of the descriptors are used for view-point invariance matching , others for discriminant patch representations [Simo-Serra et al. 2015] . Kim et al. [2017] offer a descriptor which is based on local self-similarity to robustly match points among different instances within the same object class. Ufer et al. [2017] suggest a framework for sparse matching by extracting keypoints based on neuron activation, aiming at intraclass cases. However, the fact that the neurons are extracted from one specific layer together with imposed geometric constraints, limits their approach to mainly deal with same class cases, rather than two objects that exhibit a higher level of semantic similarity.
Following the keypoint extraction step, given two sets of descriptors, the matching process is usually performed using nearest neighbor matching, followed by an optional geometric verification. The one-directional matching obtained using the nearest neighbor field can be narrowed down by considering only mutual nearest neighbors. This method was previously leveraged for tasks such as image matching , classification of images, etc., and extended to the Best-Buddies similarity concept, which measures similarity between patches [Dekel et al. 2015; Talmi et al. 2017] for the purpose of template matching.
We are not aware of any previous works which aim directly at finding sparse correspondence between two objects belonging to different semantic categories, as we do here.
Dense Correspondence
Normally, sparse matched keypoints constitute a basis for dense correspondence, which is a fundamental tool in applications such as stereo matching, and image registration. For the same scene scenario, a basic densification can be done by assuming a geometric model (affine, homography) that transforms between the two images. However, when the scenes are different, a simple geometric model cannot be assumed.
First steps towards semantic dense correspondence were made by Liu et al. [2011] with the development of SIFT flow. In their method, a displacement field is obtained by solving a discrete optimization problem in a hierarchical scheme, based on densely sampled SIFT features. Following SIFT flow, a number of other flow-based methods were suggested, e.g., Deep flow [Weinzaepfel et al. 2013 ] and Daisy flow [Yang et al. 2014] , which perform matching of visually different scenes, and [Zhou et al. 2015] which proposes a net of correspondences between multiple same-class images, based on cycle-consistent connections. In parallel to the flow methods that assume smoothness of the flow field, the PatchMatch family [Barnes et al. 2009 [Barnes et al. , 2010 relaxes the rigidity assumption, yielding a dense patch-based nearest-neighbor field (NNF) instead. NRDC [HaCohen et al. 2011 ] extends generalized PatchMatch to cope with significant geometric and photometric variations of the same content.
In addition, CNN-based features (outputs of a certain convolution layer [Long et al. 2014 ], object proposals [Ham et al. 2016 ], etc.) have been employed with flow algorithms, and have shown potential to align intra-class objects better than handcrafted features. Zhou et al. [2016] suggested an end-to-end trained network that requires additional data in the form of synthetic rendered 3D models for formulating a cycle constraint between images. Choy et al.
[2016] offered a unified system that learns correspondences based on annotated examples. However, this method is fully supervised, and in the case of cross-domain pairs it may be difficult to avoid ambiguities in the annotations. Liao et al. [2017] , combine a coarse-to-fine deep feature pyramid with PatchMatch to compute a semanticallymeaningful dense correspondence for transferring visual attributes between images. The images may differ in appearance, but must have perceptually similar semantic structure (same type of scene containing objects of similar classes). The above requirement, along with the goal of computing a dense mapping, makes their approach not well suited for our cross-domain scenario.
Image Morphing and Hybridization
Image morphing is a widely used effect [Wolberg 1998 ], which typically requires a set of correspondences to define a warp field between the two images. With images of objects of the same class, such as two human faces, the necessary correspondences can be determined automatically in some cases, e.g., [Bichsel 1996 ]. Morphing between images depicting objects from different classes requires user intervention to provide pairs of corresponding features, or explicit specification of a warp field [Liao et al. 2014 ]. Shechtman et al.
[2010] applied patch-based texture synthesis to achieve interesting morph-like effect in a fully automated way, although this method is automatic it does not involves geometry warps, which make it hard to compare to the classic morph effect. We are not aware of any general, fully automated method, which is able to provide the correspondences necessary for image morphing between different objects that may even belong to different semantic classes. Our method enables automated image morphing which is not limited to perform in a specific domain.
Differing from image morphing, image hybridization refers to the process of assembling an image from different components from several source images. Hybridization can be performed by seamlessly fusing together parts from different images [Huang et al. 2013; Pérez et al. 2003 ]. Some hybridization methods are domain specific, e.g., [Bitouk et al. 2008] and [Korshunova et al. 2016] . Hybrid images may also be assembled from different spectral components, such that the image appears to change as the viewing distance changes [Oliva et al. 2006 ]. In this work we explore automatic as well as interactive cross-domain image hybridization.
CROSS DOMAIN DEEP CORRESPONDENCE
Given two images whose main regions of interest contain semantically related parts, or geometrically similar patterns, our goal is to find a set of pairwise correspondences. Furthermore, we strive to find correspondences for points positioned at semantically or geometrically meaningful locations.
Due to the differences in the shape and/or appearance of the objects, our approach is to exploit high-level information. Such information is encoded by the deep feature maps extracted by CNNs pretrained for the classification task. We represent these feature maps as a pyramid, whose top level contains the feature maps extracted by the last convolution layer, and the bottom level consists of the maps from the shallowest layer of the CNN (Section 3.1).
Our key idea is to propagate pairs of matching neurons from the top pyramid levels to the bottom ones, while narrowing down the search area at each step (see Figure 2 ), and focusing only on meaningful corresponding neurons at each level. Furthermore, in order to compensate for differences in appearance, which might be considerable in the cross-domain case, we first transform pairs of corresponding regions to a common local appearance, and only then perform a search for matching neurons. This approach is particularly necessary for finding correct matches within shallow feature maps, which are more strongly correlated with the appearance of the original image than those at deeper layers.
Note that we do not assume that deep features are invariant across domains. Rather, we only assume that corresponding features would be more similar to each other than to others in a small surrounding window. For example, we expect the features activated by an airplane wing to be more (mutually) similar to those activated by the wing of a goose than to those activated by other nearby parts. Thus, we define the corresponding neurons using the notion of meaningful Neural Best Buddies pairs (NBBs). Two neurons are considered bestbuddies if they are mutual nearest neighbors, meaning that each neuron is the nearest neighbor of the other, among all the neurons in its set. Rather than keeping all of the NBB pairs, however, we only retain pairs where both neurons are strongly activated.
Following the extraction of two deep feature pyramids, three main steps are performed at each pyramid level: First, we extract NBB candidates from corresponding regions (Section 3.2). Second, the NBBs are selected based on the magnitudes of their activations (Section 3.4). Third, we propagate the remaining matches into the next hierarchy level, using the receptive fields of the NBB neurons to define refinement search regions around the propagated locations. Each pair of corresponding regions is transformed to a common appearance, as described in Section 3.3. Given the full resulting set of corresponding pairs, we explain in Section 3.5, how to pick k high quality, spatially scattered correspondences. The above stages of our algorithm are summarized in Algorithm 1.
Deep Features Pyramid
Below, we elaborate on our coarse-to-fine analysis through the feature map hierarchy of a pre-trained network. Given two input images I A and I B , they are first fed forward through the VGG-19 network , to yield a five-level feature map pyramid (ℓ = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), where each level has progressively coarser spatial resolution. Specifically, the ℓ-th level is set to the feature tensor produced by the reluℓ_1 layer of VGG-19. We denote these feature tensors of images I A and I B by F ℓ A and F ℓ B , respectively.
The feature tensors of the last level capture all the information that enables the subsequent fully connected layers to classify the image into one of the ImageNet categories [Russakovsky et al. 2015] . It has been shown that the deeper layers of a trained network represent larger regions in the original image, encoding higher-level semantic information, which can be used as a descriptor for semantic matching, while the shallower layers encode lower level features over smaller image regions, such as edges, corners, and other simple conjunctions [Zeiler and Fergus 2013] . We thus exploit the information encoded by the different layers, in order to find and localize semantic correspondences between two objects from different classes, which may differ in overall shape or appearance, but share some semantic similarities.
Neural Best Buddies
One of the challenges of cross-domain correspondence is that there are parts in one image, or even in the main object of interest, which have no correspondence in the other image/object. In order to avoid matching these incompatible regions, we utilize the concept of Neural Best Buddies pairs (NBBs), which are percolated through the deep features hierarchy, starting from the coarsest level to the finer ones. Specifically, at each level, the NBBs are computed only within pairs of corresponding regions defined by the receptive fields of the most meaningful NBBs discovered in the previous (coarser) level in the hierarchy.
be a set of N ℓ pairs of corresponding regions in the ℓ-th layer, where P ℓ i and Q ℓ i are subsets of the spatial domains of F ℓ A and F ℓ B , respectively. In the top level (ℓ = 5), the set of corresponding regions is initialized to a single pair R 5 = {(P 5 , Q 5 )}, representing the entire domain of F 5 A and F 5 B . For each pair of regions, (P ℓ i , Q ℓ i ) ∈ R ℓ , we extract its NBBs. More formally, a pair of neurons,
, is defined as NBB pair if they are mutual nearest neighbors:
where NN P →Q (p) is the Nearest Neighbor of neuron p ∈ P in the set Q under a similarity metric function d:
Next, we define our deep feature similarity metric, d(p, q, P, Q), to facilitate the matching in a cross-domain setting.
Common Local Appearance
Naive patch similarity, using a metric such as L 2 between deep features, is valid only in the top levels, since lower levels are more strongly affected by color and appearance, which may differ significantly for cross-domain instances. Thus, to compensate for appearance differences at lower levels, we use style transfer to transform the corresponding regions to a common appearance, as illustrated in Figure 3 . We use the notation of C ℓ A (P ℓ , Q ℓ ) and C ℓ B (Q ℓ , P ℓ ) to define the denote the transformed features F ℓ A (P ℓ ) and F ℓ B (Q ℓ ). The similarity metric between two neurons p ∈ P ℓ and q ∈ Q ℓ , is defined as the normalized cross-correlation between the common appearance version of their surrounding deep feature patches:
where N ℓ (p) and N ℓ (q) are the indices of the neighboring neurons of p and q, respectively. || · || denotes the L 2 norm throughout the paper. The neighborhood size is determined by the level: we use 3 × 3 for the two top levels (ℓ = 4, 5) and 5 × 5 for ℓ = 1, 2, 3..
Transferring the appearance or style of one image to another while keeping the content of the latter has recently been an active research area. Various style transfer methods, global [Gatys et al. 2015; Johnson et al. 2016 ] and local [Liao et al. 2017] , can be used for this task. Due to performance considerations, we adopt the idea presented by Huang et al. [2017] , who argue that instance normalization performs a form of style transfer by normalizing feature statistics, namely, the style is mainly contained in the mean and the variance of deep features channels. This technique greatly simplifies the transfer process and yield plausible results. In our context, however, we do not apply it globally over the entire image, but merely in local regions, which further increases the accuracy of the appearance matching:
and
are the mean and standard deviation of the common appearance, and µ A (·), µ B (·) ∈ R K ℓ and σ A (·), σ B (·) ∈ R K ℓ are the spatial mean and standard deviation over the denoted region, for each of the K ℓ channels.
as the source feature. The local transfer to a common appearance is illustrated in Figure 3 . The advantage of our common appearance metric is demonstrated in Figure 4 : we compute the NBBs between low level features (ℓ = 1) of two corresponding regions, and extracted k = 5 using the process described in Section 3.5. As can be seen, the standard cross-correlation in low levels, which is based on color and shape, yields wrong corresponding positions, while our similarity metric localizes the corresponding points better.
Meaningful Best Buddies
Denote by Λ ℓ the candidate NNBs computed in the ℓ-th level. At each level, before moving to next one, we filter pairs of best buddies based on their activation values, keeping only pairs where both neurons have strong activation values. This means that the paired neurons are deemed more significant by the CNN, in the top levels, and indicate significant low-level elements (corners, edges, etc.) , in the bottom levels.
In order to be able to compare between activations of neurons from different layers, we compute a normalized activation map for each layer F ℓ A , which assigns each neuron a value in the range [0, 1]:
where ∥F ℓ (p)∥ is the unnormalized activation of a neuron at position p in layer ℓ. H ℓ B is defined similarly with respect to F ℓ B . Figure 5 visualizes the sum of the normalized activation maps over all layers of an image, after upsampling each layer's activation map to the full image resolution. It may be seen that the highly ranked neurons are located in places that are important for the classification of the lion (the face, mane, legs and tail) and geometrically well defined (edges and corners).
Using the normalized activation maps, we seek NBBs which have high activation values, and filter the original set to create:
where γ = 0.05 is an empirically determined activation threshold. GivenΛ ℓ , we next refine the filtered NBBs, by generating the finer consecutive set of corresponding search regions, R ℓ−1 , defined by their receptive field in the adjacent layer. In practice, due to observation of Long et al. [2014] , which showed that similar features 
Refine the search regions, R ℓ−1 = G ℓ ℓ−1 (Λ ℓ ), using (9) Generate common appearance features C ℓ−1 A , C ℓ−1 B , using (4). end end Λ 0 =Λ 1 tend to respond to similar colors in the centers of their receptive fields, the search area in the finer layer is selected to be half of the receptive field. Then, we perform the search in each pair of corresponding search windows to extract
where
(10) for a receptive field radius r ℓ ℓ−1 and central coordinates p = [p x , p y ], as illustrated in Figure 2 (b) . In our case, r ℓ ℓ−1 is equal to 4 for ℓ = 2, 3 and 6 for ℓ = 4, 5.
We repeat this process for the L = 5 levels. The final set of correspondences, Λ 0 , between the pixels of the two images I A , I B , is set to the output of the last activation based filtering,Λ 1 . Note that the lowest layer, ℓ = 1, has the same spatial resolution as the original image. The entire process is summarized in Algorithm 1. 
Ranking and Spatial Distribution
The algorithm as described above produces a (non-fixed) number of NBB pairs. The corresponding pairs connect points of various quality and reliability, which are not necessarily well distributed across the regions of interest in each image. To rectify this situation, we refine the selection as described below.
We define the rank of a pair V (p, q) as the accumulated activation values of p and q through the levels of the feature hierarchy:
where p ℓ and q ℓ are the positions in the ℓ-th level that eventually led to the selection of p and q. The top k pairs are unlikely to be well distributed across the images, since most of the highly ranked pairs lay around the same areas, e.g., eyes and mouth in the case of a face. To extract k highly-ranked and well distributed pairs, we first partition our set of correspondences Λ 0 , into k spatial clusters using the k-means algorithm. Next, in each cluster we select the pair with the highest rank. The effect of this process is demonstrated in Figure 6 . The coarse-to-fine selection of our algorithm is demonstrated in Figure 1 for k = 5, highly ranked, spatially scattered points. Each endpoint is annotated with circles that represent the receptive fields of its root points, at layers ℓ = 3 and ℓ = 4, over the original image pixels.
EVALUATION
In this section we evaluate the quality of our approach. It should be noted up front that we know of no other techniques that explicitly aim at cross-domain correspondence. This also implies that there are no established benchmarks for cross-domain correspondence. We clarify that a cross-domain pair, in this context, means that the images belong to different semantic categories in the ImageNet hierarchy [Russakovsky et al. 2015] . [Ufer and Ommer 2017] . It can be seen that handcrafted descriptors cannot handle difference in appearance. In contrast, [Ufer and Ommer 2017] matches well intra-class objects, which are semantically identical and normally share the same shape. Our method is designed to overcome large differences in appearance and to handle cross-domain cases. Image credits: PixelBay (first and second columns), PASCAL 3D+ dataset (third and fourth columns), HD Animal Photo Gallery: www.dwtpk.com (fifth column).
Thus, we evaluate our method using several different strategies: (i) we visually compare our NBB-based key point selection with other sparse matching techniques, (ii) we compare our correspondence to state-of-the-art dense correspondence methods, (iii) we perform a user study and compare the wisdom of the crowd statistics to our results, and finally, (iv) we test our method on pairs of objects with different scales, poses and view points to evaluate its robustness to various geometric deformations.
For every part in this section, many additional examples and results may be found in the supplementary material.
Pairwise Key-Point Localization
We first visually compare our method to other methods that aim at finding pairs of sparse corresponding key-points. Normally, these algorithms first extract points which constitute meaningful candidates for matching in every individual image, then search for their corresponding counterparts in the other image. Due to the fact that these methods were not explicitly designed to find crossdomain correspondence, we perform only a qualitative comparison, and use image pairs of progressive levels of difficulty: same object, intra-class, and cross-domain.
We compare our method with gradient-based descriptors and a technique based on deep features. Specifically, we use SIFT [Lowe 2004] and SURF [Bay et al. 2006 ], by finding the strongest 10 matches using a threshold. In addition, we compare our method with Deep Semantic Feature Matching [Ufer and Ommer 2017] , a recent method, which first converts an image space pyramid to a deep features pyramid by transferring each level in the image pyramid to a specific deep layer (conv_4 of AlexNet [Krizhevsky et al. 2012] ). The key points are selected based on the activation and entropy of the features, and the matching is done by minimizing an energy function that considers appearance and geometry.
The results are shown in Figure 7 . For the gradient-based descriptors, the matches are marked by circles of corresponding color. In addition, we indicate with red crosses strong key-points that have no matches. As expected, it can be seen that the handcrafted descriptors cannot handle differences in appearance, including intra-class cases. In addition, it may be seen that deep semantic feature matching [Ufer and Ommer 2017] , which uses in fact only one layer of deep features, is unable to handle large differences in appearance, which are typical for cross-domain cases. The combination of our coarse-to-fine reconstruction and the common appearance transfer enables our approach to identify well-localized semantic similar pairs. Note, in particular, the highly non-trivial matching pairs between the images of the shark and the clownfish, where the other methods fail completely.
Dense Correspondence
We compare our method to state-of-the-art dense correspondence methods. We separate our evaluation into two parts: cross-domain cases and intra-class pairs.
Cross-Domain. Dense correspondence methods are typically not designed to handle cross-domain image pairs. Nevertheless, they compute a dense correspondence field, and thus may be used, in principle, to map any point from one image to another. Figure 8 shows several tests designed to test whether by applying several state-of-the-art dense correspondence in this manner, it might be possible to map the key points detected in one image to reasonable matching location in the other. For these tests, we use several crossdomain image pairs. Each image pair contains objects from different semantic categories, which exhibit drastic differences in appearance, yet feature some semantically similar parts (wheels, eyes, etc.) The methods used in this evaluation are: SIFT Flow [Liu et al. 2011 ], Proposal Flow [Ham et al. 2016] , FCSS [Kim et al. 2017] , and Deep Image Analogy [Liao et al. 2017] . FCSS is a self-similarity descriptor that is based on a deep network and aims to robustly match points among different instances within the same object class. Kim et al. [2017] use a standard flow-based technique to generate a dense correspondence field from this descriptor. Deep Image Analogy is designed for visual attribute transfer (combining the content of one image with the style of another). It performs the nearest neighbors search, based on PatchMatch [Barnes et al. 2009 ], and controlled by parameters which dictate the relative contributions of the content and style sources. Figure 8 shows the mapping predicted by these methods for the key points suggested by our approach, and compares them to our result (rightmost column). With the absence of a ground truth, the results may only be evaluated qualitatively. Apart from our method and Deep Image Analogy, it is apparent that differences in appearance prevent the other methods to find a reasonable corresponding location for many of the points. While points on wheels of the car and the motorcycle are matched reasonably, this is not the case for other points. Also note that many of the points are not mapped onto the foreground object, but rather onto the surrounding background. While Deep Image Analogy typically finds correspondences on the foreground object, it may be seen that some of the matches are erroneous or less precisely localized. We attribute these differences to its use of random search and reliance on parameters that should be fine tuned. This point will be further elaborated in the next section.
Intra-Class. In order to quantitatively evaluate our method, we further compare it against an annotated ground truth benchmark of intra-class objects. We use the Pascal 3D+ dataset [Xiang et al. 2014] , which provides sparse corresponding sets for same class objects with different appearance. For each category, we exhaustively sample all image pairs from the validation set, and make a comparison between our method to SIFT Flow [Liu et al. 2011 ], Proposal Flow [Ham et al. 2016] , FCSS [Kim et al. 2017] , Deep Image Analogy [Liao et al. 2017] and 3D Cycle Consistency [Zhou et al. 2016] . Cycle consistency is a representative work that considers high-level semantic information for dense matching. Since this method assumes having a shared 3D model of the class, we found it appropriate to include it only in the intra-class comparison.
Correctness of correspondences is measured by the percentage of correct keypoint transfers (PCK). A transfer is considered correct if the predicted location falls within α ·max(H,W ) pixels from the ground-truth, where H and W are the height and width of the image. We compute the PCK over all the pairs in each category.
Since the benchmark consists of point pairs that may differ from the ones produced by our method, we first extend our sparse correspondence into a dense one. This is done by interpolating our correspondences with Moving Least Squares (MLS) [Schaefer et al. 2006 ] warping field, which is described in more detail in Section 5.1.
The quantitative comparisons between different methods, using PCK with α = 0.1, are shown in Table ? ? and visual comparisons on representative pairs are shown in Figure 9 .
Our method, deep image analogy, and cycle consistency obtain better performance than methods based on low-level features, e.g., SIFT Flow. On most cases, our method performs better than cycle consistency or deep image analogies (often by a significant margin), even though the features we use were not trained on the Pascal 3D+ dataset.
User evaluation
In the case of same-scene images or intra-class objects, it is pretty straightforward for humans to annotate semantically similar points. However, in case of cross-domain instances, the matches are more ambiguous, and there might be no obvious or unique pixel-to-pixel matches. To evaluate the matching obtained by NBB, we conducted a user study. Each of the 30 study participants was shown 5 image pairs, which were chosen randomly each time from a larger set of 13 cross-domain pairs. Each participant was presented with k = 5 points in the first image, and was asked to indicate k best corresponding points in the second image. The k points were automatically extracted by our method, as described in Section 3.5.
In order to quantitatively evaluate our algorithm based on the collected user annotations, we measure how well our results, as well as those of other algorithms, are aligned with these annotations. Specifically, for each individual point, we define the similarity measurement between that point and the user annotations to be the value of the probability density function at the point, where the density function is a 2D Gaussian distribution, whose parameters are estimated using maximum likelihood. Thus, when there is a strong consensus among the users regarding the position of the corresponding point, any significant deviation will be assigned a low score, unlike the case where the variance between the different users is large. For each algorithm we averaged the score of all the points. The results are shown in Table ? ?.
For qualitative evaluation, three results are demonstrated in Figure 10 . The first image in each pair (first row) is the one that was presented to the users with 5 points (dots of different color). On the second image in each pair (second row), we visualize the Gaussian distribution of the users' responses using ellipses of corresponding color. We also performed k-means clustering of the responses for each color into four clusters, and show the centers of the clusters as colored dots. The corresponding points found by our approach are marked as stars on the same image.
Note that the corresponding points indicated by different users exhibit considerable variance, due to the semantic uncertainty of their true location. This is especially evident in Fig. 10(a . Same (intra) class correspondence, based on the annotated ground truth of Pascal 3D+ dataset. The comparison was done between our method to SIFT Flow [Liu et al. 2011 ], Proposal Flow [Ham et al. 2016] , FCSS [Kim et al. 2017] , 3D Cycle Consistency [Zhou et al. 2016] , and Deep Image Analogy [Liao et al. 2017 ]. Image credit: PASCAL 3D+ dataset.
both the structures of the sailboat and the yacht and the viewpoint differ greatly. Nevertheless, it can be seen that the matches produced by our approach are well aligned with the distribution of human annotations.
Robustness and Limitations
Pose and Scale. In order to test the robustness of our method to pose differences, we match the same cow image to four images of horses, each featuring a different pose. The results are shown in Figure 11 . It may be seen that our method can cope quite well with these cross-domain objects, despite the different poses.
As for robustness to scale differences: although we utilize a hierarchy of features, our method searches for best-buddies only between features at the same level, which might be interpreted as sensitivity to scale. However, since the classification network is trained for scale invariance, this invariance is reflected in its deep features. For instance, Figure 6 demonstrates correct matches between the giraffe and the cow heads despite their different scale. A stress test demonstrating robustness to scale differences is included in the supplementary material.
Erroneous matches. We next show that the information which is encoded in the high-level features is not purely semantic and geometry might also influence similarity of deep patches. This might lead to erroneous semantic correspondence and missing matches. For example, Figure 12 demonstrates such a failure case where the round silhouette of the man's bald head shares highly correlated features with the edges of the dog's ears, leading to semantically incorrect corresponding pairs. In addition, due to the significant geometry differences, between their nose and mouth, the network is unable to localize shared points around these semantically similar areas, which is a challenging task even for a human. Figure 12 (b) shows the correlation between each cell in the ℓ = 4 layer of one image and its nearest neighbor in the other corresponding map. It can be seen that high correlation exists around the bald head and the dog's ears, while the correlation around the nose and mouth is relatively low.
APPLICATIONS
Having computed a sparse set of correspondences between a pair of cross domain images, it is possible to warp the two images, such that their matching content becomes aligned, as well as to define a dense correspondence field between the two images. This, in turn, enables a variety of graphics applications, some of which are discussed below. We note that the warping operations are performed in the pixel domain. The deep features extracted by the VGG network are intentionally translation invariant; thus, applying non-translational transformations directly onto the deep feature maps could lead to distortions in the reconstructed image.
Cross-Domain Image Alignment
Given a sparse set of NBBs for a pair of cross-domain images, our goal is to define a continuous warping field that would align the NBB pairs, while distorting the rest of the image as little as possible. Rather than applying optical flow or Nearest-Neighbor Field methods, we employ the moving least squares (MLS) image deformation method [Schaefer et al. 2006 ] for this purpose. More specifically, given a set of matching pairs {(α i ∈ I A , β i ∈ I B )}, we compute a set of midpoints {η i = 0.5(α i + β i )}. The two images are then aligned by warping each of them such that its set of matched points is aligned with {η i }.
Semantic Hybridization
A hybrid image is one formed by combining parts from two images of different subjects, such that both subjects contribute to the result. Admittedly, this is not a well defined task; the hybridization strategy can be dictated by an artist, who selects which segments or attributes should be selected from each image, which segments to blend, and how to combine the colors [Benning et al. 2017] . As discussed below, aligning cross-domain images can be instrumental in this process, but it also makes it possible to create some interesting image hybrids automatically.
Given two cross-domain images, we aim to include in the hybrid their most semantically important and distinctive parts. This is done by first aligning the two images, as described above, and then combining their deep feature maps in a coarse-to-fine fashion.
Specifically, given two aligned imagesĨ A andĨ B , the goal is to generate a binary mask that indicates which areas of each input image are considered to be more meaningful and discriminative, and thus should be included in the hybrid.
We begin by forming such a mask for the coarsest level (L = 5) of the deep features pyramid, defined as described in Section 3.1. The two feature tensors corresponding to the two aligned images F L A and F L B are normalized, and a hybrid feature tensor F L H is formed by taking the most strongly activated neuron at each spatial location:
The hybrid feature map is then propagated down the hierarchy. To obtain the map F ℓ H from F ℓ+1 H , we first use feature inversion [Mahendran and Vedaldi 2015] , without regularization, to obtain an inverted feature mapF ℓ H , which is then projected onto the space of hybrids of F ℓ A and F ℓ B . Specifically,
When reaching the pixel level (ℓ = 0), we do not perform the projection above, and use the inverted feature mapF 0 H as the resulting image hybrid, since this produces slightly softer transitions across boundaries between regions from different images. Figure 13 (a) demonstrates the process described above, and the final hybrid shown in Figure 13 (b), along with two additional examples. It can be seen that in each of the examples the unique, discriminative parts of the animal, were selected automatically, i.e., the comb of the rooster, the eagle's beak, the deer's antlers.
Our cross-domain alignment may also be used by an interactive tool that enables artists to effortlessly produce hybrid images.
Automatic Cross-Domain Image Morphing
The process of image morphing is based on dense correspondence with well defined motion paths. Typically, the motion paths are first defined between sparse corresponding features and then interpolated into dense smooth trajectories. Based on these trajectories, the images are warped and blended, to produce an animation. Since in many cases, an effective morph requires a semantic understanding of the image content, creating this mapping usually involves significant user interaction, using tagged features such as points, lines, curves, or grids [Wolberg 1998 ].
Below, we utilize our sparse NBBs to modify the semi-automated image morphing method of Liao et al. [2014] into a fully automated method for cross-domain images. Liao et al. generate a dense correspondence between two images by minimizing the following energy functional:
where the first term is the SSIM index [Wang et al. 2004] , which is responsible to rank the distances between pairs of patches, the second is the thin-plate spline (TPS) smoothness term, while the last term ensures that the warping field follow the set of sparse correspondences. After finding a dense correspondence, pixel trajectories are defined using quadratic motion paths. We refer the reader to [Liao et al. 2014 ] for more details.
In the original method of Liao et al. [2014] , the third term is provided by the user, by manual marking of corresponding points. This part is crucial for the success of the morph, especially in the case of cross-domain instances. In our implementation, these manual correspondences are replaced with our automatically determined NBBs. Figure 14 shows the resulting morph on three cross-domain examples. These results are fully automatic. Comparison. Our method enables alignment between similar parts of human and animal faces, as can be seen in various examples in the paper and in the supplementary material. Using the morphing application, we next compare our face alignment with two methods designed specifically for automatic extraction of facial landmarks. The first method is geometry based [Zhu et al. 2015 ] and the other is deep learning based [Kowalski et al. 2017 ]. Both methods consist of two steps: face region detection and landmark extraction. It should be noted that these methods are not intended for animal faces and, indeed, these methods fail in the face detection stage. After manually marking the animals' face regions, the methods were able to extract some landmarks, which we used as corresponding points to replace our NBBs in the E CORR term of Eq. (14). We present the middle image of the resulting sequences in Figure 15 .
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a technique for sparse correspondence between cross-domain images. The technique is based on computation of best buddies pairs between the deep feature maps of a pre-trained classification CNN. The performance of our method goes a step beyond state-of-the-art correspondence methods, allowing to establish correspondence between images that do not share common appearance, and their semantic point correspondences are not necessarily obvious by considering local geometry.
Our automatic correspondences are surprisingly very close to those made manually by humans. We attribute this to the following factors: (i) the analysis is based on a pre-trained network, whose features at the deeper layers exhibit different kinds of invariance and were trained for semantic classification; (ii) our hierarchical analysis focuses only on regions that were indicated to have highlevel similarity; (iii) as we go down the hierarchy, we search for best buddies in rather small regions, which are easier to bring to a common ground, thereby facilitating local matching; and (iv) the search focuses only on highly active regions, avoiding spurious matches.
Encouraged by our results, we are considering a number of avenues to continue exploring the use of neural best buddies. One avenue is considering a set of images, and applying co-analysis and co-segmentation, where the best buddies are mutual across the set. Since the neural best buddies are located in regions that are active in classification, we believe that they can also facilitate in foreground extraction. Another research avenue is to further advance the hybrid application. We believe that the combination of sparse cross-domain correspondence together with a deep analysis of the activation maps, can lead to creation of coherent hybrids of different objects. Lastly, we would also like to consider developing neural best buddies over pre-trained networks, which were trained for tasks other than classification.
